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Sign the User Agreement Form
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sign the User Agreement f¡Form and 
receive the STUDENT CREDENTIALS

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfx_7DL4X2MPfjKr_uJ0alxjy1O8YA4V92lo6m22cTk-4CnrQ/viewform
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WAIT FOR YOUR CREDENTIALS TO CONNECT 
TO YOUR EPORTFOLIO
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Edit your profile.

Edit your profile and select a language

Set language 
options.
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Check the tasks assigned to you

Check the task 
to be done in 
the ePortfolio.
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Review and do the task (skill evaluation  activity)

Download the 
rubric from the 
teaching notes

Check the 
activity sent by 
the teacher
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Create a 
Story/Evidence

Select and upload 
relevant evidence 
to the ePortfolio

Edit the 
Story/Evidence 

Create the “Story/Evidence”
The  ‘Story/Evidence’ is where you upload the evidence and the reflective narrative corresponding to the skill you are working on. They 
will be evaluated by the teacher. Create one ‘Story/Evidence’ per skill

Tag your skill: Write the exact name of the skill.



Search among different sources and 
upload the selected evidence to the 
ePortfolio

Resource Library
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Upload the evidence 
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Describe the evidence

Edit the description of the 
corresponding evidence 
including title, date, role 
of the student, a 
summary of the context, 
the assessment criteria it 
meets and any other 
relevant information.
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Ask for personalised formative feedback on the 
Story/Evidence by sending the teacher a 
private message. It is highly recommended you 
request  formative feedback once the work 
(Story/Evidence) includes all the required files. 

Ask for personalised feedback (teacher formative feedback) on one or more 
evidence

Write @ and select the 
name of the teacher
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WAIT FOR PERSONALISED FORMATIVE 
FEEDBACK FROM TEACHER



Check the teacher’s 
formative feedback and 
review the work 
accordingly.
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Check for notifications (answer/feedback on the evidence) from your 
teacher

Check 
notifications.
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Upload your reflective narrative 

Upload the reflective 
narrative within the 
Story/Evidence created 
in the ePortfolio.
Please, label it as:  
‘Reflective Narrative’ 
and the skills to which it 
refers to to make the 
teacher's job easier.
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Send the Story/Evidence to evaluate. It should 
include your reflective narrative and all supporting 
evidence (including the corresponding introductory 
paragraph for each piece). Once the submission 
has been sent it will no longer be possible to 
edit it. A submission for each skill is expected.

Ask your skill to be “evaluated”



Submit the work adding 
the relevant tags to the 
Story/Evidence
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Ask your skill to be “evaluated” (continued)

Assign the 
submission to 
the teacher

Write a message 
to the teacher 
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WAIT FOR SUMMATIVE ASSESSMENT 
FROM TEACHER



The Student checks the assessment results and the 
qualitative feedback given by the teacher. This should 
include concrete indications on what is expected at this 
point from the student.
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Check your results
The notification bell icon shows if you have received a message from your teacher which lets you know when you can 
review the skill evaluation results



The badge will be visible on the Student 
ePortfolio. It will allow the student to proceed 
onto the next phase.
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Check the skill badge



Create another Story/Evidence in the ePortfolio and give it 
a meaningful title (e.g. My employability skills presentation). 
This time the submission will be targeted to an employer 
who will appraise your work. This should include all the 
skills awarded a badge.
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Create a new Story/Evidence 



Upload the Video Testimony 
onto the Story/Evidence 
created 
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Upload your video testimony
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Show your evidence to the employer
After uploading the video testimony, the student 
has 2 options:

Option A

Showcase the employability skill(s) to the 
employer by using the same evidence 
already submitted for assessment.  

Give public permission to the 
“Story/Evidence” previously 
submitted. 

Option B

Rethink the evidence that better supports the video 
testimony.

Limit access to the previous “Story/Evidence” by setting its 
privacy to ‘private’, and upload the chosen pieces of evidence 
onto the new “Story/Evidence”. 



Customise the ePortfolio for the 
workplace (professional photo, 
short bio, etc.)
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Customise your ePortfolio for the workplace 



Ask the employer to provide 
feedback on the 
Story/Evidence created. 
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Send a message to the employer

Write a private message to the 
employer by entering @ and selecting 
the employer’s name.
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WAIT FOR PERSONALISED FEEDBACK 
FROM THE EMPLOYER



Receive a notification from 
the employer.
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Receive employer’s feedback 



Review the employer’s 
feedback based on the 
appraisal form
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Check the 
commendation if 
received.  

Check the employer’s appraisal


